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Waitlisted showcases work from fifteen emerging artists from University of New South Wales Art 
and Design who are about to enter the playing field of contemporary art in Sydney and the wider 
world. Although Sydney has experienced a rise in artist run initiatives and pop-up multi-arts venues 
in the past decade, the show draws attention to the still prevalent imbalance in opportunities 
between emerging artists and more established artists. 

Curated by feminist art collective Show Us Your Teeth, the exhibition brings together artists who 
are linked by their shared place at the starting line. There are works that you can’t tear your gaze 
away from like Amy Mills’ Pneumonia which features the artist in various locations coughing up a 
pink substance that mimics blood while people pass by nonchalantly; Show Us Your Teeth’s I’ll Tell 
You Mine If You Tell Me Yours is immediately playful but it’s not hard to make the link to their 
commentary on sexual objectification as they give their artistic voice to a pervasive social injustice; 
Torrie Torrie’s Love Song Karaoke is a familiar past time and an all too familiar pursuit that uneasily 
highlights the lonely realities of love. Then there are works like Scarlett Steven’s FemNotSoFresh, 
Hannah McKellar and Maxime Thompson’s Two Seater, Rachel Levine’s Nondescript and Daniel 
Pervuhin’s Void, all of whose work encourages the viewer to come a little closer and inspect their 
utilisation of unusual or unexpected materials in their subtle and unassuming works. 

Left: L-R Bailee Lobb, Orgasm; Show Us Your Teeth, I’ll Tell You Mine If You Tell Me Yours; Emma Bartik Potential To 
Hold; Mitch Thomas, Home.
Right: L-R Amy Mills, Pneumonia; Hannah McKellar and Maxime Thompson, Two Seater; Torrie Torrie, Love Song 
Karaoke; Kate Bobis, Undressed Glory. 

The strength of Waitlisted is the honesty in the work that has been put forward. The potential and 
success in each piece highlight the narrative of art students who have sophisticated conceptual 
underpinnings and are forging identities as contemporary artists on the cusp of leaving their 
educational institution behind. The artists demonstrate a  perceptible value for exploration and 
experimentation as opposed to marketability in their work, a quality that is sometimes hard to 
maintain without the safety and permission that can be found in an art institution.

Waitlisted also illuminates how important artist run initiatives are as platforms for emerging artists 
to gain much needed experience and exposure as they contend with a scene that favours the few 
over the many. 2015 has already been a year of much uncertainty in the landscape of arts funding 
and it is important that emerging artists have the confidence and support to create opportunities for 
themselves. Spaces like Create or Die that facilitate such opportunities are invaluable in Sydney 
which is a city that can still alienate emerging artists despite the plethora of creativity that has 
always been simmering under the surface.

Waitlisted: fresh meat vs old favourites, daily until 4 October 2015; Create or Die, 10 Mitchell Street, 
Marrickville, 2204. 


